Over the past several decades, non-substance-use behaviors like gambling, gaming, and sex have received greater consideration as possible foci of addictions. In this article, I will review the recent history and current status of nonsubstance or behavioral addictions. A main focus will involve gambling and gambling disorder, given that the latter is currently the sole nonsubstance addictive disorder described in the main text of the current (fifth) edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). Internet gaming disorder, currently in the DSM-5 section addressing conditions that may need additional research, will also be considered, as will the concept of Internet addiction. Compulsive sexual behaviors (including problematic pornography use) will be considered, particularly with respect to how behavioral addictions may be considered in the forthcoming 11th edition of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11).
C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h in a behavior, an appetitive urge or craving state before such engagement, and compulsive engagement. 3 If one considers these elements to be the central components of addiction, then an addiction framework may apply to a broader range of behaviors than those related to substance use. 4 In the first decade of this millennium, there was an apparent shift in the support for conceptualizing nonsubstance-related behaviors as addictive. Two articles by Constance Holden published in Science bookend these changes. 5, 6 In the first, she asks whether behavioral addictions exist and whether new scientific techniques such as neuroimaging can provide evidence for shared neural circuitry in SUDs and, for example, pathological gambling (PG). In the second article, she heralds the reclassification of PG together with SUDs into the "Substance-related and Addictive Disorders" chapter of the DSM-5. 7 This reclassification was based in part on systematic reviews of the literature conducted in DSM-5 research workgroups comparing and contrasting PG and SUDs 8 and PG and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). 9 The data indicated close similarities between PG and SUDs, but considerably less so between PG and OCD, in multiple domains including diagnostic criteria, clinical characteristics, social factors, co-occurring disorders, personality features, behavioral measures, biochemistry, neurocircuitry, genetics, and treatments. 8, 9 As such, PG (renamed "gambling disorder" [GD] in order to reduce potential stigma associated with the word "pathological") was reclassified together with SUDs in DSM-5, whereas other disorders that had been classified in the category of "Impulse Control Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified" either remained classified as impulse-control disorders or were reclassified elsewhere. 7 Specifically, trichotillomania was reclassified together with OCD in the category of "Obsessive-Compulsive and Related Disorders." 7 At the same time, the category of "Impulse Control Disorders Not Elsewhere Classified" was renamed as "Disruptive, Impulse-Control and Conduct Disorders," with antisocial personality disorder, conduct disorder, and oppositional defiant disorder joining kleptomania, pyromania, and intermittent explosive disorder. 7 In this data-and committeedriven manner, the category containing impulse-control disorders became more homogeneous with respect to including impulse-control disorders that involve "behaviors that violate the rights of others (eg, aggression, destruction of property) and/or bring the individual into significant conflict with societal norms of authority figures." 
Gambling
For reasons noted, PG/GD may be considered the prototypical behavioral addiction. As such, it has been more studied than other behavioral addictions and will be a focus of this review. It is the only non-SUD included in DSM-5 in the "Substance-related and Addictive Disorders" section of the manual. 7 From a clinical perspective, PG/GD and SUDs demonstrate frequent co-occurrence in clinical and community samples, show similar developmental patterns of expression (with high rates in adolescents and young adults and lower rates in older adults), show shared genetic and environmental contributions in twin studies, and demonstrate similarities, as well as differences, at neurobiological levels. 8, 10, 11 Sex-related differences with respect to telescoping also seem to link PG/GD and SUDs (Box 1).
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Similarities between PG and SUDs have been reported for clinical interventions. For example, Gamblers Anonymous, modeled after Alcoholics Anonymous, is available worldwide and has been linked to favorable outcomes, particularly in conjunction with professional treatment. 21 Behavioral therapies with efficacy in treating SUDs have been adapted for PG/ GD. For example, the cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) approach used successfully in the treatment of SUDs has been adapted for PG/GD and shown to be efficacious. 21 Pharmacotherapies with approval for SUDs have demonstrated positive results in placebocontrolled randomized clinical trials for PG/GD. Notably, naltrexone, an opioid-receptor antagonist with indications for alcohol-and opioid-use disorders, has demonstrated superiority over placebo in several randomized clinical trials, as has another opioid-receptor antagonist, nalmefene. 21 However, there exist individual differences in responses that warrant additional in-vestigation and may highlight important links between gambling and SUDs. For example, among individuals with PG, those with a family history of alcoholism were more likely to respond to opioid-receptor antagonists than those without, suggesting that there may be shared biological features across alcohol-use disorders and PG that are effectively targeted by opioid-receptor antagonists. 22 These findings resonate with those from a study of US veterans with co-occurring alcohol-use disorders and nongambling psychiatric disorders in which individuals with features of PG were less likely than those without such features to demonstrate clinical improvement in drinking when treated with disulfiram, whereas this effect was not observed in individuals treated with naltrexone. 23 Like with alcohol-use disorders, opioidreceptor antagonists may operate through reductions in craving.
22,24 However, in a negative placebo-controlled trial of as-needed naltrexone for the treatment of PG, a functional genetic polymorphism of the gene coding for the µ-opioid receptor (A118G in the OPMR1 gene) that has been linked to alcohol-related treatment outcome in alcohol-use disorders 25 was not linked to gambling-related outcomes. 26 As such, the findings suggest similarities and differences between PG/GD and alcohol-use disorders, as have been suggested in studies of cognitive behavioral functioning and brain structure and function. For example, both groups of individuals with alcohol-use and gambling problems have been found to differ from healthy comparison (HC) subjects on measures of impulsivity and risky decision making, whereas individuals with alcohol-use disorders have been found to demonstrate more impairments on aspects of deliberation and working memory.
27 These findings may relate to specific neurobiological correlates, as a recent study found that individuals with PG, like those with cocaine dependence (CD), demonstrated differences in white-matter-related measures relating to secondary (crossing) fibers, whereas effects of alcohol-use disorders were more pronounced on primary tracts. 28 In addition to medications, nutraceuticals (over-the-counter dietary supplements) have been investigated in PG and SUDs, with N-acetylcysteine showing promise for both (Box 2).
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Factors that may link PG/GD and SUDs include shared genetic and/or environmental factors, and twin studies suggest that both contribute to the co-occurrence of PG/GD and SUDs (Box 3).
38-51 Like with SUDs, specific neurotransmitters have been proposed to contribute to PG, with serotonin hypothesized to link to impulse control; dopamine, to reward-related behaviors; norepinephrine, to arousal and excitement; and opioids, to motivations and urges. 52 Although some data support some of these relationships, the neurotransmitter contributions appear more complex and may differ from relationships in SUDs. For example, given multiple lines of evidence including the absence of differences in GD and HC groups on [ 11 C]-raclopride measures of D 2 -like receptor availability, a central role for dopamine in the pathophysiology of GD has been questioned. 53 Similarly, questions have been raised regarding the consis-Box 1. Telescoping in pathological gambling/gambling disorder and substance-use disorders.
A "telescoping" phenomenon, initially described for substance-use disorders, has been observed in some, but not all, studies of pathological gambling/gambling disorder.
12-16 This phenomenon was initially described for substance-use disorders and involves there being a shorter time period in females than in males in between the initiation of the addictive behavior and the development of a problem. 17 The etiology of this sex-related difference is not known, but research into this phenomenon has been conducted. Although the genetic and environmental contributions to gambling disorder appear comparable in women and men, 18,19 shared environmental factors appear to contribute more to age of gambling onset in women, and genetic factors appear to contribute more in men. 20 A different pattern emerged for initiation of alcohol consumption in men in which age of first drink was related to shared environmental factors. 20 However, in women, while shared environmental factors contributed to age at first drink, these were not correlated with those related to age at first gamble, similar to findings in the overall sample with respect to the contribution of unique environmental factors that contributed to age of first drink and age of first gamble, with these factors also being uncorrelated. 20 Together, these findings suggest both similarities and differences in the sex-related differences in gambling and in alcohol-use behaviors and disorders, with a need for further research into the precise environmental genetic factors relating to these phenomena.
tency of [
11 C]-raclopride findings across SUDs, with the most consistent significant findings derived from studies of stimulant-use disorders. 54 Findings from studies using a D 3 -preferring radioligand [
11 C]-propyl-hexahydronaphtho-oxazin ([ 11 C]-PHNO) also point to differences between individuals with stimulant-use disorders and PG/GD. Specifically, several studies have identified between-group differences in individuals with and without stimulant-use disorders (particularly CD) with respect to [ 11 C]-PHNO availability in the substantia nigra, [55] [56] [57] [58] whereas these effects were not observed in individuals with and without PG/GD. 59 Together, these findings suggest that some of the dopamine-related findings in addictions may relate to specific substances, with stimulants such as cocaine possibly having direct effects on dopamine systems. Additionally, findings of differential [
11 C]-raclopride binding, particularly in the ventral striatum (VS), have been reported in individuals with Parkinson disease (PD) with and without PG. 60 As such findings have not been observed in non-PD individuals with and without PG, it raises questions regarding how factors related to PD (eg, dopamine-related pathology) may influence the neural mechanisms underlying PG in PD and cautions against generalizing findings in PD to non-PD populations. These findings suggest that other neurotransmitter systems warrant investigation in PG/ GD, with recent studies observing differences between individuals with and without GD with respect to opioidergic and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic receptor availabilities. 61, 62 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) findings suggest similarities across PG/GD and SUDs,
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Box 2. N-acetylcysteine in the treatment of pathological gambling/gambling disorder and substance-use disorders.
Another clinical intervention suggesting similarities between pathological gambling/gambling disorder and substance-use disorders involves the nutraceutical N-acetylcysteine (NAC), an amino acid that is an over-thecounter dietary supplement. NAC has been reported to have a proposed mechanism of action in treating addictions through influences on glutamatergic systems, particularly mGluR2 and mGluR3 receptors. [30] [31] [32] [33] In an open-label study followed by placebo-controlled double-blind discontinuation, active NAC was superior to placebo in maintaining diminished problem-gambling severity. 34 A subsequent study of individuals with cooccurring pathological gambling and nicotine dependence investigated the efficacy and tolerability in reducing problematic gambling and smoking. 29 In this study, all participants received a behavioral therapy involving aspects of cognitive behavioral therapy, imaginal desensitization, and motivational interviewing targeting pathological gambling and a behavioral therapy for smoking cessation. Additionally, NAC was administered in a placebo-controlled, double-blind fashion. The findings indicated that active NAC was superior to placebo in reducing smoking severity within the 12-week treatment period and was superior to placebo in reducing problem-gambling severity at the 24-week follow-up assessment. 29 This finding raises the question whether NAC may help improve treatment outcome for pathological gambling by augmenting a "sleeper effect" that has been reported for certain behavioral therapies, notably cognitive behavioral therapy, in the treatment of drug addictions. 35 That is, cognitive behavioral therapy appears particularly durable, perhaps because people may continue to practice and utilize approaches to remain abstinent. Another non-mutually exclusive possibility is that NAC, like opioid-receptor antagonists, may help reduce cravings across addictive disorders, consistent with findings in studies of both pathological gambling and substance-use disorders. For example, NAC was superior to placebo in reducing gambling-related thoughts and urges in pathological gambling, 29 consistent with trend findings in a smaller previous study 34 and findings reported for substance-use disorders. For example, in a review of studies of NAC for cocaine dependence, NAC was linked to reduced craving and desire to use cocaine. 33 In a study investigating the neural mechanisms for NAC's effects on tobacco-related phenomena in smokers, administration of NAC versus placebo for several days was associated with less craving, more positive affect, and stronger resting-state functional connectivity in regions including the ventral striatum, medial prefrontal cortex, precuneus, and cerebellum. 36 Additional studies are needed to examine the longer-term effects of NAC on different groups of individuals with addictions, including gambling disorder. Furthermore, the extent to which co-occurring substance-use disorders may be used to guide selection of therapies for individuals with gambling disorder requires further examination.
as well as differences, with respect to specific cognitive domains, including reward processing, cognitive control, and craving.
11, 63, 64 With respect to reward processing, blunted activation of the VS during the anticipatory phase of reward processing has been observed in several, 65, 66 but not all, 67 studies of PG, with the former results similar to findings in other SUDs involving alcohol and tobacco use. 68 Impulsivity may be a factor linking PG/GD and alcohol-use disorders during reward processing, as it was inversely related to VS activation during anticipatory reward processing in both disorders. 66, 69 During the outcome phase of reward processing, relatively diminished activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) was observed in PG subjects, 66 consistent with findings of relatively reduced activation of this region in PG subjects in other contexts, including cognitive control, 70 craving, 71 riskreward decision making, 72 and simulated gambling. 73 A recent study of gambling-cue-elicited craving identified elevated activation of the insula and cingulate/ dorsal PFC in individuals with GD, with the craving to gamble associated positively with functional connectivity between the insula and VS and negatively with functional connectivity between the VS and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). 74 These findings resonate with a recent craving study that observed in PG subjects a gambling-cue-elicited increase in dorsal mPFC, as well as insular activation in women with PG. 75 Investigation into how genetic differences may relate to brain function and behavior have begun for PG/GD (Box 4). [76] [77] [78] Recent studies have begun to directly investigate similarities and differences in brain function and structure in PG/GD and SUD groups. For example, a cueinduced craving study identified a group (PG, CD, and HC) by condition (gambling, cocaine-related, and sad cues) interaction implicating ventral and dorsal mPFC, with the former demonstrating increased activation in Box 3. Genetic and environmental contributions to pathological gambling/gambling disorder and substance-use disorders.
In a sample of male twins, both genetic and environmental factors have been found to contribute to the cooccurrence of pathological gambling/gambling disorder with alcohol-use, tobacco-use, and cannabis-use disorders, whereas the co-occurrence of pathological gambling/gambling disorder with stimulant-use disorders was predominantly genetic in nature.
38,39 These findings raise the possibility that more socially accepted substances are linked to pathological gambling/gambling disorder in a manner that is more closely linked to environmental influences. Such environmental influences may be particularly important for women, whereas in men, larger genetic contributions to the co-occurrence of gambling disorder and alcohol-use disorders have been noted. 40 The specific environmental factors that may contribute to gambling disorder may include trauma and social disadvantage. For example, trauma has been linked to pathological gambling, 41 particularly in women. 42 Geneenvironment interactions indicating higher frequency of slot-machine gambling among both men and women and more frequent gambling disorder symptoms in women have been reported with respect to degree of neighborhood social disadvantage. 43 In other words, findings suggest that potential genetic risks for gambling disorder may be expressed behaviorally to a greater degree in individuals exposed to social disadvantage. Specific epigenetic influences have only recently been investigated in gambling disorder, with initial findings suggesting that methylation of DRD2 (the gene coding for the dopamine D 2 receptor proposed to be linked to addictive behaviors and disorders including pathological gambling, 44 although such effects have been questioned as it is in linkage disequilibrium with ANKK1, which appears to associate more closely with alcohol-and tobacco-use disorders, 45, 46 perhaps in part through influences on β2-nicotinic acetylcholine receptors 47 ) may depend on treatment status and transdiagnostic features, with lower methylation observed in abstinent individuals in treatment and with findings driven predominantly by impulsive individuals. 48, 49 Additional research is needed to identify specific genes associated with gambling disorder and how their expression may be influenced by specific environmental exposures in order to identify factors and pathways related to both vulnerability and resiliency. To date, two genome-wide association studies have not identified specific genomic regions reaching genome-wide significance for gambling disorder. 50, 51 However, in one study, polygenic risk scores for alcohol-use disorders and gambling disorder were correlated, 51 consistent with previous findings suggesting shared contributions to the disorders. 38 the addicted subjects in response to cocaine cues and the latter showing increased activation in a diagnosisand cue-specific manner (PG in response to gambling cues; CD, to cocaine cues; and HC, to sad cues). 75 In a study of processing wins, losses, and other events during a simulated slot-machine fMRI task, PG showed greater VS activation than HC subjects during possibly rewarding events (ie, when the first two slot-maching reels matched), whereas CD subjects showed relatively less VS activation than HC subjects when processing sure losses (ie, when the first two reels did not match). 79 During processing of "near-misses" (when two of three reels matched) versus full losses (ie, when no reels matched), a similar pattern emerged in the vmPFC. 79 These findings suggest that gambling-related reward processing may be more focused on possible wins in PG subjects and on possible losses in CD subjects. During a loss-chasing task (involving starting with a loss and having options to make successive "double-or-nothing" gambles or accepting a loss), CD and PG subjects showed differences from HC subjects in different periods of decision making. 80 Specifically, PG subjects showed greater engagement of an mPFC circuit than HC and CD subjects before making decisions to quit chasing, whereas CD subjects showed less engagement than HC subjects of an amygdalar-striatal circuit. 80 These findings highlight important similarities and differences in motivational and reward/loss-related processes across PG and CD.
A diffusion tensor imaging study observed similar differences in PG and CD subjects (as compared with HC subjects) in secondary (crossing) fibers in corticostriatal and parieto-occipital tracts, suggestive of similar patterns of poorer white-matter integrity in the addicted groups in tracts previously implicated in connecting brain regions involved in reward processing and addictions. 28 An investigation of gray-matter volume in PG, CD, and HC subjects found that in comparison with PG and HC groups, the CD group showed diminished frontal cortical volumes, whereas impulsivity across all three groups was correlated inversely with volumes of the insula and subcortical regions (amygdala, hippocampus). 81 These findings suggest that some neurobiological findings link more closely to diagnostic groupings (which in this case may relate to neurotoxic effects of cocaine, 82 although this possibility is speculative and warrants direct examination in longitudinal studies), whereas others link more closely to transdiagnostic measures, with the latter being consistent with RDoC (Research Domain Criteria) considerations. 83, 84 Although many models for SUDs have historically been applied to PG/GD, one should be cautious in this process. For example and as noted earlier, an arguably widespread conceptualization of the centrality of dopamine to addictions has been questioned for both PG/ GD and a broad range of SUDs, 53, 54 and genetic studies of SUDs have often identified genes involved in substance metabolism. As such, an overarching biological Several studies using candidate gene approaches targeting commonly occurring allelic variants with known functional implications have been conducted. For example, an fMRI study of subjects with pathological gambling and healthy comparison (HC) subjects was conducted to investigate how emotional and motivational processing may by modified by a functional allelic polymorphism (rs161115) of DBH, the gene encoding the enzyme dopamine-β hydroxylase (DBH), which accounts for 35% to 52% of DBH's enzymatic activity in dopamine/norepinephrine conversion. 76 In prior studies, the T allele has been associated with less enzymatic activity, less empathy, lower conscientiousness, more novelty seeking, and greater drug-use severity, leading to hypothesized involvement of corticostriatolimbic brain regions and influences on affective processing across diagnostic groups. 76 Behavioral and brain responses were identified, with T-carriers demonstrating lower subjective reports of sadness in response to the sad cues and less activation of corticostriatolimbic brain regions, particularly during sad cues. 76 In a separate study, a functional allele (Val-158-Met, with the Met allele associated with 40% less activity) of COMT, the gene encoding the enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), was investigated in individuals receiving treatment for pathological gambling. 77 The Met allele was associated with poorer treatment outcome with the COMT inhibitor tolcapone. 77 As the COMT Met/Met genotype has been linked both to problem-gambling and problem-drinking severities, it may have important implications for the treatment of both pathological gambling/gambling disorder and alcohol-use disorders. 78 Neuroscience -Vol 19 . No. 3 . 2017 and/or neural model for PG/GD and differences from those for SUDs may currently be premature or speculative. That said, data from studies directly comparing and contrasting PG/GD and SUDs will provide important insight, particularly as imaging studies employing larger sample sizes are conducted and analytic approaches that generate more stable and replicable results are used. Such a process should help more precisely specify the neural and neurochemical similarities and differences between PG/GD and SUDs.
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Internet use and gaming
As the Internet has grown in availability and usage, the degree to which certain behaviors on the Internet might be problematic or addictive has been considered. Whereas initial studies largely focused on types and patterns of Internet use more generally (ie, "Internet addiction" 85 ), a more recent focus has been on the types of behaviors performed on the Internet. Of particular note is gaming. The DSM-5 SUD workgroup considered Internet use and gaming and proposed that provisional criteria for Internet gaming disorder (IGD) be included in section 3 of DSM-5, a section intended to address conditions warranting additional research. 86 The decision to focus on gaming was made given that more data were available on problems with Internet gaming than with other forms of Internet use at the time, although currently, a broader range of Internetrelated behaviors (eg, social networking, gambling, pornography viewing, shopping) are currently being investigated. 87 The criteria for IGD bear similarities to those for GD and involve clinically significant impairment or distress related to meeting five (or more) of ten inclusionary criteria relating to such features as tolerance, withdrawal, preoccupation, and interference in major areas of life functioning. 7 Although the proposed diagnostic entity has brought more consistency to the assessment of IGD, debates remain. For example, some scholars believe that recognizing IGD as a diagnostic entity has negative implications for individuals who participate in gaming, 88 whereas others believe that having a formal diagnostic entity will help promote public health efforts relating to policies, prevention, and treatment. 89 The proposed criteria for gaming disorder being considered for the 11th edition of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) are available online (at the time of this writing; http://apps.who.int/ classifications/icd11/browse/f/en#/http%3a%2f%2fid. who.int%2ficd%2fentity%2f1448597234). Key features include interference in major areas of functioning related to gaming (ie, videogaming), with persistent and recurrent gaming over a period of at least 12 months that continues despite adverse consequences and in the setting of impaired control over gaming. Specifiers (those predominantly online and those predominantly offline) have been proposed, as has a mutually exclusive category of hazardous gaming meant to capture individuals who engage in types and patterns of gaming that may place them at increased risk for mental or physical health problems but have yet to reach the level of gaming disorder (http://apps.who.int/classifications/ icd11/browse/f/en#http%3a%2f%2fid.who.int%2ficd %2fentity%2f1586542716). These features, specifiers, and mutually exclusive behaviors also exist currently in beta-draft format for the proposed criteria for GD in ICD-11, with classification of both disorders with SUDs in a proposed grouping of "Disorders Due to Substance Use or Addictive Behaviours."
Despite the debates, 88,89 considerable research is being conducted into IGD, including investigation of effective treatments and neurobiological underpinnings, with both similarities and differences between IGD, GD, and SUDs noted. 90 Nonetheless, studies are still at an early stage, often with small sample sizes and other limitations. 91 With respect to treatments, few have been tested formally, with early studies of cognitive behavioral therapies showing some promise for IGD and Internet addiction more broadly. 92, 93 Initial studies have begun to probe possible neural mechanisms underlying effective treatments for IGD. For example, a craving behavioral intervention (CBI) involving elements of cognitive behavioral therapy and mindfulness, in comparison with a test-retest condition, was found to lead to reductions in Internet-addiction severity, time spent gaming, and cue-induced gaming-related craving. 93 The CBI intervention group relative to the test-retest group also showed increased insula activation from gamingrelated cues after the intervention, with decreased functional activity between the insula and the precuneus and lingual gyrus also noted after treatment. 93 Additionally, resting-state findings suggested that CBI decreased connectivity between the orbitofrontal cortex and hippocampus and between the posterior cingulate and motor-related brain regions. 94 These findings suggest that the CBI may work in part by decreasing the strength of connectivity during cue exposure and at rest between regions implicated in cue-induced craving in SUDs and GD. Other constructs (eg, cognitive control, risk-reward decision making) have been proposed as potential treatment targets in IGD, 95 and fMRI investigations have identified differences in neural correlates of these processes in individuals with and without IGD. 96, 97 As such, their potential targeting in clinical investigations warrants direct examination.
Sex
Both Internet-based and non-Internet-based forms of problematic sexual behaviors warrant clinical consideration and investigation. Hypersexual disorder was considered for inclusion in DSM-5 and, despite field testing having been conducted, it was not included. 98 Currently, there is a beta-draft version of a diagnostic entity called "compulsive sexual behavior disorder" (CSB) being proposed for inclusion in the ICD-11 (http://apps.who.int/ classifications/icd11/browse/f/en#/http%3a%2f%2fid. who.int%2ficd%2fentity%2f1630268048). Features of the proposed disorder include a "persistent pattern of failure to control intense, repetitive sexual impulses or urges" that involves preoccupation, unsuccessful attempts to control sexual behaviors, and sexual engagement despite adverse consequences, with a proposed time frame of at least 12 months and the association with significant distress or impairment in major areas of life functioning. Despite the similarities in the descriptions of CSB and GD, gaming disorder, and SUDs and the inclusion of core elements of addictions in CSB, CSB is currently being proposed for classification as an "Impulse Control Disorder" in ICD-11, together with pyromania, kleptomania, and intermittent explosive disorder. This approach may reflect ongoing debates regarding the most appropriate classification of CSB, as well as the limited amount of data regarding CSB in many domains, including effective treatments and prevalence estimates. 99, 100 One area that has received considerable research attention is the neurobiology of CSB. 101 For example, in a comparison of heterosexual men with and without CSB, those with CSB have shown greater activation in the amygdala, VS, and anterior cingulate to sexually explicit cues, with the functional connectivity in these regions associated with sexual desire to a greater degree in CSB versus non-CSB men. 102 In heterosexual men either with or without problematic pornography use (PPU), those with PPU demonstrated greater VS activation to cues predicting erotic rewards than those predicting monetary rewards. 103 In both studies, consistencies with incentive-salience theories of addiction were described. Other studies suggest attentional biases in CSB similar to those reported in addictions. 104, 105 Preliminary data suggest that naltrexone may be helpful for reducing urges/cravings in the treatment of PPU. 106 Although preliminary and predominantly involving heterosexual males, data suggest multiple similarities between CSB and addictive disorders like GD and SUDs.
Conclusion and future directions
Although the field of behavioral addictions continues to develop, it is still young, and there are many gaps remaining in what is currently known and in clinical practice. Despite the increase in understanding of the biological underpinnings of PG/GD over the past several decades, the translation of this information into improved prevention and treatment strategies has been slow, with no medications approved by the US Food and Drug Administration at the time of this writing. Additionally, given the current structure of the US National Institutes of Health, which includes separate institutes focusing on alcohol-and drug-use disorders and none that focus on other addictions, no institute has behavioral addictions as a research priority. 107 As such, in the United States, progress in understanding the biological processes driving behavioral addictions will probably be slower than for other psychiatric disorders, with the potential to lead to health disparities for people with behavioral addictions (and others affected, such as family members). Nonetheless, with research being conducted worldwide and technological advances leading to more refined understandings of the individual differences related to the development and persistence of and recovery from behavioral addictions, there is reason to remain hopeful that advances toward individualized and more effective care will be made, and also that there will be improved approaches for prevention of, treatment of, and policies concerning behavioral addictions in the future. o Pharmaceuticals; has received research support from the Mohegan Sun Casino, the National Center for Responsible Gaming, and Pfizer; has participated in surveys, mailings, or telephone consultations related to drug addiction, impulse-control disorders, or other health topics; has consulted for gambling and legal entities on issues related to impulse-control and addictive disorders; provides clinical care in the Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services Problem Gambling Services Program; has performed grant reviews for the National Institutes of Health and other agencies; has edited journals or journal sections; has given academic lectures in grand rounds, CME events, and other clinical or scientific venues; and has generated books or book chapters for publishers of mental health texts. Dr Potenza's involvement was supported through the National Center for Responsible Gaming Center of Excellence grant and from the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse. 
